New Products for 2018

Age of Exploration
American Indian Newspapers

Colonial America
Module IV: Legislation and Politics in the Colonies

East India Company
Module II: Factory Records for South Asia and Southeast Asia

First World War
Module IV: A Global Conflict

Foreign Office Files for Japan
Module II: The Occupation of Japan, 1946-’52

Gender: Identity and Social Change

J. Walter Thompson: Advertising America

Service Newspapers of World War II

Socialism on Film: The Cold War and International Propaganda
Module II: Newsreels and Cinemagazines

Visit www.amdigital.co.uk to request pricing or a free trial

Feature

Outstanding Academic Titles, 2017

Choice’s annual list of the most significant print and electronic works reviewed during the year.

Choosing the works that constitute our annual Outstanding Academic Titles list—affectionately known as the OATs—takes an entire year of effort. Each of the subject editors here at Choice combs through the hundreds of titles that were identified as potential OATs over the course of 2017 (we published some 5,500 reviews last year).

What makes a title outstanding? It must achieve a minimum recommendation of “highly recommended.” From there, editors, with the help of the reviewer’s critique and their own subject area expertise, weigh a title’s impact on its category. Is it a groundbreaking release? Unusually comprehensive? Does it advance a particular area of study? Has it emerged as a core title for an undergraduate collection? Lastly, did it earn superlatives such as these from our intrepid reviewers:

“[It] does everyone a valuable service.”

“The fieldwork is exceptional and wide-ranging.”

“A must read.”

“Thoughtful, highly readable, and provocative.”

This year’s list features 504 titles in 48 disciplines and subsections from 152 publishers. But overall, the OATs reflect the sheer volume of publishing excellence happening in the scholarly market. It’s gratifying to think we can present a list of such distinguished work that’s hundreds of titles long. Indeed, this prestigious list is perhaps Choice’s most anticipated feature of the year—by librarians and publishers alike—and often influences purchasing decisions for the coming year. Choice congratulates the authors, editors, and publishers who made the list and whose work is so vital to the scholarly endeavor.

REFERENCE

General


Sanborn Maps, from the Library of Congress. URL: https://www.loc.gov/collections/sanborn-maps/ Sep’17, 55-0005

Vanderbilt Television News Archive, from Vanderbilt University Libraries. URL: https://tvnews.vanderbilt.edu/ Oct’17, 55-0452

voxxgov, East View Information Services. Annual academic subscription ranges from $9,000.00 to $22,000.00, based on Carnegie Classification or equivalent; contact publisher for pricing. URL: https://www.voxxgov.com/ Jun’17, 54-4523

Humanities


Digital Dictionary of Buddhism, from A. Charles Muller. URL: http://www.buddhism-dict.net/ddb/ Mar’17, 54-3015


OUSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLES, 2017


- Routledge Encyclopaedia of Modernism, ed. Stephen Ross. Routledge. Annual academic subscription based on FTE begins at $7900.00 for a single user or $1,185.00 for concurrent users. URL: https://www.ren routledge.com/ Jul’17, 54-4980


- Shakespeare in Performance. Adam Matthew. Contact publisher for pricing based on FTE, purchase history, and Carnegie Classification; a typical one-time purchase with nominal fee ($5.00 per page) $62,000.00 to $40,000.00. URL: http://www.amdigital.co.uk/m-products/product/shakespeare-in-performance/ Mar’17, 54-3201

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

- Arcadian Library Online: History of Science and Medicine Collection. Bloomsbury. Contact publisher for consortial pricing information: perpetual-access licensing is $14,000.00. URL: http://www.arcadianlibraryonline.com/ Nov’17, 55-0887

- CAB Direct. CABI. Contact publisher for pricing. URL: https://www.cabdirect.org/ Mar’17, 54-3024


SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES


- Human RightsOnline. Alexander Street. Annual academic subscription ranges from $1,100.00 to $4,300.00. URL: http://alexanderstreet.com/ May’17, 54-4071


- Persuasive Geography: The PJ Mode Collection, from Cornell University Library. URL: http://persuasivegeography.library.cornell.edu/ Dec’17, 55-2221

- ProQuest History Vault: Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century. ProQuest. Contact publisher for pricing (based on FTE and Carnegie Classification); annual academic subscription begins at about $2,569.00; perpetual-access licensing

ANNOUNCING OUR ACADEMIC TITLES FOR 2017

- ABC-CLIO, September 2016. 916pp, 7x10 Print: 978-1-56656-464-3, $189.00 eBook: 978-1-4408-4650-3
- ABC-CLIO, June 2017. 368pp, 6x9 Print:978-1-4408-3548-5 $60.00 eBook: 978-1-4408-5423-5
- PREAGER, December 2016, 485pp, 6 1/8x9 1/4 Print:978-1-4408-3353-2, $73.00 eBook: 978-1-4408-2364-2

Save 20% through March 31, 2018, with code Q11820.
What Psychology Majors Could (and Should) Be Doing
SECOND EDITION
A Guide to Research Experience, Professional Skills, and Your Options After College
Paul J. Silvia, Peter F. Delaney, and Stuart Marcovitch

"This text should be required reading for all psychology majors...It should also be recommended reading for professors." —Choice

ISBN 978-1-4338-2379-4

The Art and Science of Mindfulness
Integrating Mindfulness Into Psychology and the Helping Professions
SECOND EDITION
Shauna L. Shapiro and Linda E. Carlson

"Any clinician or researcher entering the field of mindfulness with beginning or intermediate experience will find this book of significant value. General readers will find a concise summary of the transformative features of mindful living and seeing." —Choice

ISBN 978-1-4338-2698-6

Helping Couples on the Brink of Divorce
Discernment Counseling for Troubled Relationships
William J. Doherty and Steven M. Harris

"This work is an exceptionally valuable and resourceful manual in that it elucidates protocols to be followed for each of the choices available to couples. It is strongly recommended for all professionals and students working with couples." —Choice

ISBN 978-1-4338-2750-1

Adlerian Psychotherapy
Jon Carlson and Matt Englar-Carlson
Theories of Psychotherapy Series

"Essential reading for practitioners and students of all persuasions." —Choice
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American Psychological Association
Drochin, Hugo. Nietzsche's great poli-
Fedýk, Mark. The social turn in moos psychology. MIT, 2017. 246p bibl in-
Frazier, Chris. The philosophy of the Moai: the first consequentialists. Columbia, 2016. 293p bibl in-
Maddy, Penelope. What do philosophers do? Skepticism and the practice of philosophy. Oxford, 2017. 248p bibl in-
Morgan, Michael L. Lévinas's offi-
cial politics. Indiana, 2016. 410p in-
Schultz, Bart. The happiness philoso-
phers: the lives and works of the great utilitarians. Princeton, 2017. 437p in-
Stark, Andrew. The consolations of mor-

Religion
Abdo, Geneve. The new sectarianism:
Fuker, Walter Earl. The ground has shifted:
Hande, Arjun. Shakespeare: a histor-
Ishpahan, Farahnaz. Purifying the land of the pure: a history of Pakistan's re-
Jones, Robert R. The end of white Chris-
Larson, Jennifer. Understanding Greek religion: a cognitive approach. Rout-
Raboteau, Albert J. American pro-

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Book, Stephen. The complete Bor-
deloue the winer, the chateauer, the goose. Mitchell Beazley, 2017. 720p
index ISBN 9781784721794, $75.00. Dec’17, 55-1334

Published in collaboration between Wiley and the American Association of Geographers

Outstanding Academic Title Awarded by CHOICE


www.geographyencyclopedia.com

Outside your print reference books, the most current content... available online!

• Over 1,000 entries
• More than 1,000 full-color illustrations and photographs
• Featuring contributions from 900 scholars
• Annual online updates

Visit www.wiley.com/go/libraryawards to discover more award-winning content from Wiley online reference works and textbooks

Contact your Account Manager today for information on our Online Reference Works: for print copies contact your Library wholesaler

2/11/2017
Help tell their extraordinary stories

Search centuries of Black History. In seconds, ProQuest’s unparalleled collection of primary sources, on the African American experience, lets researchers uncover the most important stories — from slavery to civil rights to current events. Find firsthand accounts, reports, videos, interactives, ebooks, historical newspapers, and more, all with unique and important perspectives.

ProQuest History Vault now features a collection of never-before-published military records from the Civil War. Explore the Confederate Military Manuscripts and Records of Union Generals and the Union Army module, winner of the 2017 ACRRL Choice Academic Title Award.

Need inspiration for your research? Explore our Black Studies resources.

Read an essay, on the unique discoveries made by a professor and his students using EBSI files on the Black Panther Party.

Visit go.proquest.com/blackstudies
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7981749028987 ebook, contact publisher for price. Jan'17, 54-2479


Business, Management & Labor


Economics


Education


History, Geography & Area Studies


Naimark, Norman M. Genocide: a world history. Oxford, 2017. 178p bibl in-